
I am..

I can..

A designer living in Almere, a town near Amsterdam. For
the last 10 years I've been a student of design, literally and
figuratively. I work with passion and love to keep on
learning. The more I learn about design and the
possibilities the more passionate I become.

Employment..

Projects..

2016 - 2018 (2 years)
Troop Design
// Entrepreneurship - Co-founder, Designer
Together with five other motivated designers, I setup a
company and started discovering what it's like to work as an
entrepreneur.

2020 - 2021 (1 year)
bunq
// Full-time - Product Designer
bunq is a dutch neo-bank that focuses on giving users control
and a green option to banking. During my time there I mainly
worked on the activation of users, next to that I worked on
multiple projects from partnerships to new products.

2021
Informaat
// Part-time - UX Designer
Informaat is a design consultancy that supports organizations
in the development and implementation of their digital
strategies. While working at Informaat I got the chance to help
ING and Methaplanet with their UX challenges.

2021 - 2022
Secfi
// Part-time - Product Designer
Secfi helps startup employees make the most out of their
equity. Through multiple tools that they can use to gain insights
on their equity, financing them when they take the step to
make use of their equity and educating companies/employees
on equity Secfi aims to change the way equity is seen.

2023 - Current
Fonk
// Part-time - Product Designer
Fonk is a vibrant creative agency. With advice and strategy-led
creativity we spark start-ups, corporates and our own projects
to life. At Fonk we believe that digital should only exist to add
value to the real world.

2018 - Current
Freelancing
// Part-time - Freelance Creative
Next to my usual work I use my creativity and skills to help
people with their challenges. From websites, UX/App design, 3D
visualisations. To design thinking , brainstorm sessions and
concept creation.

2017 (4,5 months)
PostNL
// Project - Interaction Design
I've helped PostNL with creating a user-friendly interface
for their Parcel and Mail Vending machine. The goal was to
focus on all kinds of stakeholders (users, delivery men,
PostNL itself), to create an interface that was easy to use.

2018 - 2019 (4 months)
Amsterdam Fashion Institute
// Project - Experience Design
I've worked together with the AMFI fashion group
iNDiViDUALS to create an experience for visitors of their
exposition. In this experience visitors would step in the
shoes of a fashion manager and would navigate the
choices and problems that fashion managers experience
while working a project.

2020 (4,5 months)
Netherlands Cancer Institute
// Project - Interaction Design
I've helped the Netherlands Cancer Institute with
visualising the digital images, that their Surgical Navigation
System uses to navigate the human body. This system will
be used during surgery to help the surgeon perform with a
higher accuracy and enhance what they see during a
surgery.

- Code // HTML, CSS, SCSS, JS
- Design // Sketch, Adobe, Figma
- Concept creation & ideation
- Test // Invision, Maze, Zeplin, Marvel
- Project & Time management // Notion, Trello, Monday,
Asana
- Data management // Mixpanel, Adjust
- 3D visualisations // Blender, C4D

Hello, my name is Tevin Stuurland, I am a
product designer that likes to create new,
refreshing solutions to complex problems.

stuurland.nl+31 6 20 35 07 72 tevin@stuurland.nl

Education..
2011 - 2015
Media-college Amsterdam
Media designer (Interactive)

2015 - 2020
University of applied sciences (HvA)
Communication and Multimedia Design
Major: Interaction design Minor: Entrepreneurship


